By using coalescence analyses of published genomic data (447 genes, 36 mammals), Song et al. (1) concluded that a recent mammalian phylogeny published in Science (2) is inadequate because of "insufficient" data (26 genes, 35,603 bp, 164 mammals), and that "incongruence introduced by concatenation methods is a major cause of long-standing uncertainty in the phylogeny of eutherian mammals." We instead argue that Song et al.'s approach is flawed.
Song et al.'s (1) coalescence reanalysis of Meredith et al.'s (2) supermatrix yielded an unimpressive tree with only 56 of 163 nodes receiving ≥90% bootstrap support. This analysis barely recovered uncontroversial clades (Mammalia: 66%, Theria: 51%, Primates: 42%) and failed to support many long-standing groups (Caniformia, Odontoceti, Physeteroidea, Haplorhini, Eulipotyphla). In contrast, these eight clades were robustly supported by concatenation, which overall recovered 149 of 163 nodes with ≥90% support (2), most corroborated by earlier systematic studies. Given that Meredith et al.'s dataset is uncommonly large, Song et al.'s conclusion that this supermatrix is inadequate implies that virtually all published datasets in systematics are likewise "insufficient." We instead contend that the fundamental problem is the inability of partially parametric coalescence methods to translate inaccurately reconstructed gene trees into a reliable species tree, the same conclusion drawn by Meredith et al.
Song et al.
(1) further argued that, unlike concatenation, coalescence methods are immune to the effects of differential gene/taxon sampling. Unfortunately, coalescence analyses of their limited 36-mammal dataset are directly contradicted by previous phylogenomic coalescence analyses (3, 4) at polytomies that Song et al. claimed to resolve with confidence, countering the primary thesis of their report. Song et al. used exceptionally long genes in their matrix (average = 3.1 kb) and methods that assume no recombination within loci. Given empirical evidence that conflicting segments of mammalian genomes may be short, on the order of ∼100 bp (5) Coalescence analysis of distantly linked, concatenated exons represents a hybrid method, "concatalescence," which defies the basic rationale for coalescence methods. Song et al.'s concatalescence analyses conflict sharply with phylogenomic coalescence results based on better-justified sampling of shorter loci (4) and with yet another genome-scale concatalescence analysis (3). The conflicting nodes are the same ones that Meredith et al. correctly noted could not be resolved by concatenation analyses, even with much denser taxon sampling (2). Incongruence introduced by coalescence analyses seems to be a major cause of recent uncertainty in the phylogeny of eutherian mammals.
